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THIS IS KYLE
At only four years old, Kyle Robinson’s life changes dramatically—
a man he calls Big Bad Ben, or Triple B becomes his stepfather.
Over the next decade, Kyle and his siblings live in terror daily,
trying anything to escape his physical and emotional abuse.

With nobody to turn to, Kyle’s urge to escape reality leads him to
unhealthy relationships, destructive habits, and multiple run-ins
with the law. Still in high school, Kyle is arrested, facing jail, and
forced to defend himself in court—altering the course of his life

Kyle received a B.A. in Political Science from Kent State
University and his J.D. from Western Michigan Law School in
Lansing, Michigan. He was named a finalist for Best Attorney in
an Industry Practice by the New York Enterprise Report. He runs
a successful education company and is licensed to practice law in
New York. Kyle currently resides in Cleveland, Ohio with his dog
Booker. You can find him running trails and at
www.kylevrobinson.com



Wandering Spark is a gripping, emotional, self-reflecting page-turner that explores
the depths of our human spirit, demonstrating our past struggles can be a catalyst

to bring out the best in ourselves.
 

Struggling with abuse at home and still in high school, Kyle is arrested, facing jail,
and forced to defend himself in court—altering the course of his life.

 
Wandering Spark is a portrayal of trauma, resilience, and self-discovery. Kyle’s
story is a testament to the fact that redemption rarely takes a straight line. But
Wandering Spark is not a conventional success story, and Kyle soon learns that

finding fulfillment isn’t solely about racking up impressive accolades and
impressing others. The spark flickering within him that kept him soldiering ahead

against all odds is the same one that keeps him on the move, always looking for
something more—from the Midwest to San Francisco to New York, and into the

remote areas of the Pacific Northwest, and beyond.
 

Wandering Spark is a raw, soul-searching portrait of a man finding his way,
challenging what people are capable of no matter their past, and coming to the

realization that a grand arrival to fulfillment is intangible. Instead, what matters
most is our continued growth and appreciation for life as it unfolds along the way.

THE BOOK



KYLE’S MESSAGE
What if you didn’t let your past dictate your

future?

Kyle’s combination of energy, humor, determination and achievements captivates his audience and
creates an inspirational and awakening phenomenon for all. Kyle's story of triumph of past struggles

and reaching new limits is one every student, teacher, professor and individual can relate to. Kyle is an
ordinary man, whose extraordinary personal story will make you laugh, cry, reflect, and leave you

inspired to reach higher.



TESTIMONALS
"Kyle's story is captivating, powerful, and authentic. If you hear Kyle speak it's hard not to be inspired. Simply put, his presentation

rocks! "-David Schnurman - Former President of 
Entrepreneurs Organization NY

" Genarcross Family and Youth had the opportunity to have Kyle speak to our staff. His story is one that our staff can relate to with
the clients they work with. The courage of Kyle to tell his story has already gone a long ways with our staff. He was able to give our

staff a perspective through the eyes of our clients. His story is one that is encouraging and motivational. Genacross Family and
Youth highly recommends Kyle to businesses, agencies, communities and indiviuals" 

- Tim Davis Assistant Executive Director
Gencross Family and Youth

“Kyle's story is one which many people can relate to and inspires others once they realize they are not alone in their journey of
finding their own path. I have seen Kyle speak a number of times and each time I come away motivated. I certainly recommend Kyle

as a great asset to your next workshop, seminar, or conference”. - Frank Furbacher, Frame of Mind Certified Coach
 

“We couldn’t have been more pleased with your presentation. Your message of staying positive and believing in yourself made a
profound impression. And sharing your personal story gave you the necessary ‘street cred’ to engage the kids fully, almost as peers.
Also, as far as achieving success when you told them, ‘you’re going to have to work for it,’ I saw their ears prick up, because it’s true

and they know it. The more they hear the better. I speak for us all when I say we look forward to your return”. - Earl Whitted,
Adoption and Foster Care Living Skills Specialist - The Children's Village, Harlem, NY



MEDIA
Kyle has been featured in

some of the world's
largest media outlets,

inspiring others with his
story.



Ultramarathon Challenges
Oil Creek 100 Miler Trail - Finisher
2016
Bill’s Bad Trail 50k - 1st Place 2017, 3rd
Place 2015
Oil Creek Trail 50K - 5th Place 2017,  
4th Place 2022 & 2023
Run with Scissors Trail Marathon - 2nd
Place 2023
Moebius Green Monster Trail 50k - 4th
Place 2023, 3rd Place 2019 & 2017



CONTACT INFORMATION

kylevrobinson@gmail.com

www.KylevRobinson.com

917-549-3097



TALKING POINTS
Kyle shares his story to help other heal, find their tribe, and to inspire others to discover

what they are capable of no matter their past.

Kyle's journey is an improbable tale of triumph. Enduring physical and emotional abuse, navigating six
tumultuous years in high school, grappling with multiple arrests, and wrestling with substance abuse
challenges, he defied the odds. Despite these obstacles, he not only graduated from law school but also

emerged as a thriving entrepreneur and a published author.

Kyle emphasizes the significance of pressing onward regardless of your past, asserting that you can
surmount any obstacle or circumstance.

The tools he utilized to achieve his goals and dreams:  therapy, journaling, exercise, healthy eating, goal
setting, reading the right books. 

Finding fulfillment isn’t solely about racking up impressive accolades and impressing others.

The significance of discovering your tribe, mentors, and positive influences.


